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1. Introduction 
Let G be a group, ZG its integral group ring, and g its augmentation ideal. The 
nth dimension subgroup Dn(G) of G (over Z) is defined by Dn(G) = G N (1 + gn). It 
is well known and not difficult to prove that Z)n(G) contains Gn, the nth term of 
the lower central series of G. The group Dn(G)/Gn was long known to be periodic; 
this follows from work of Jennings on dimension subgroups over the rationals (see 
[5, 11, 14, 15]). It was at one time conjectured that Dn(G)=G n for all G and n, but 
this conjecture was refuted in a striking paper of Rips [17], who constructed a finite 
2-group G such that [D4(G)/G4[ -- 2. Tahara [19,20] has constructed other groups 
for which certain dimension subgroups differ from the appropriate terms in the 
lower central series, but to the authors' knowledge, no group G has yet been con- 
structed such that a quotient D~(G)/Gn contains a non-trival element of odd order. 
In a remarkable paper [18], Sjogren has shown that the periodicity of Dn(G)/Gn 
can be strengthened as follows: 
Theorem 1.1 (Sjogren [18]). Let bm be the least common multiple o f  {1, 2, ..., m}, 
let c l =c 2=1 and 
n-2 
cn = I-[ h("" b for  i>_2. --i 
i=1 
Then for  any group G, the exponent of  Dn(G) /G n divides c n. 
The exponent obtained here is the same as that given by Sjogren, though this may 
3 3 not be immediately apparent. We have c3 = bl = 1, c4 = b2b2 = 2, c 5 = blg2b 3 = 48, 
and so on. Thus, D4(G)/G4 has exponent dividing 2, which is best possible in view 
of Rips' example; on the other hand, Tahara [20] has shown that the exponent of 
Ds(G) /G  5 always divides 6. 
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We note that if p is a prime, then p does not divide c~ if n<_p+ 1, whence we 
have 
Corollary 1.2. I f  G is a p-group, then Dn(G) = G n for  n <__ p + 1. [] 
For n<_p, this had been previously obtained by Moran [13]. 
In this paper, we give a proof of Sjogren's Theorem which we believe is consider- 
ably simpler and more accessible than the original. The basic philosophy remains 
Sjogren's, but there are numerous differences of detail. We have elected not to use 
Sjogren's pectral sequence terminology, but this is really just a notational differ- 
ence. We have also dispensed with Sjogren's 'trees', and by considering presenta- 
tions in which the relators involve only positive powers of the generators, we have 
avoided using the "Law of Chen, Fox and Lyndon" [2, p. 96, Lemma 3.3], satisfied 
by the coefficients in the Magnus expansion of an element of a free group. 
Previous but less far reaching simplifications of Sjogren's paper have been given 
by the second author [6, 7]. For general background, see [8, 14, 15]. An interesting 
application of Sjogren's methods to dimension subgroups of metabelian p-groups 
has recently been given by Gupta [4]. 
2. Group rings of free groups 
It is well known that Dn(F) =F  n if F is free [3, 12, 22]. We exploit this as follows. 
Let F be free, R,~F, and G=F/R .  Then Dn(G)=Dn(F/FnR).  For k=l ,2 ,  ..., let 
R(k) = ]-I Ill, Y2, ..., Yk], 
where the product ranges over all choices of Yl,..., Yk in which each Yi is R or F 
and at least one is R. We obtain the same subgroup by specifying that exactly one 
Yi is R, and the three subgroups ]emma shows that in fact 
R(k) = [R,F, . . . ,F I  
with k -1  terms F. We have 
F n = F,,R(n) <_ FnR(n-  I) _< .--__ FnR(1)  = FnR.  
We associate to each factor F/FnR(k)  a subgroup related to its nth dimension sub- 
group, and study how these behave as k decreases. 
Corresponding to R(R), we introduce in ZF the ideal 
J(k) = ~ th I'J2"" t~kZF 
where the sum ranges over all choices of Y1,..., Yk in which each is R or F and at 
least one (or equivalently, exactly one) Y~ is R. Here, augmentation ideals of sub- 
groups are denoted by the small German letter corresponding to the Latin letter 
denoting the subgroup. Using the identity 
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1 - [x, y] = x - ly - l ( (y  - 1)(x- 1)-  (x -  1 ) (y -  1)) 
and induction on k, we see that the augmentation ideal of [Y1,.--, Yk] lies in J(k), 
and hence 
r(k) _< J(k). (2.1) 
For k_< n, let 
En, k = (1 + [n + J (k ) )OF= (1 + fn + J (k) )nFk.  
The second equality holds because J (k)<[ k and Dk(F)=F k. From (2.1) we have 
F.R(k)< En, k, and 
En, k = (En, k N Fk) R(k) >- (En, k N Fk + l) R(k) 
>_... >_ (En, kOFn_l)R(k) >__FnR(k). (2.2) 
Clearly, E,, ~/F,,R =Dn(F/F,,R). Our aim is to obtain bounds on the exponents of 
the factors in (2.2) by a certain recursive process, and thus eventually to bound the 
exponent of Dn(F/FnR). 
Let k<j<n and consider the factor (E, ,kOFj)R(k)/(E, ,kOFj+I)R(k).  We have 
E~,g = (1 + f~ + J(k)) O F<_ (1 + fJ+ l + J(k)) O F=Ej+ l,k" Also 
((En, kOFj)R(k))OFj+~R(k)<E,, ,kAFj+IR(k) = (En, knFj+~)R(k) 
by the modular law. The reverse equality is trivially true. We now have 
Lemma 2.1. Inclusion induces an embedding of  
into 
(E,~,k n Fj) R (k)/(En, k n Fj + l) R(k) 
(Ej+l, knF j )R(k) /F j+lR(k  ), k<_j<n. [] 
Fixing k, we have a series like (2.2) for each j<  n, obtained by replacing n by j+  1. 
Lemma 2.2 tells us that if we can bound the exponent of the last factor in each of 
these, then we have a bound for the exponent of En, j F .R (k ) .  Let aj+ l,k denote the 
exponent of (Ej+I, kNFj)R(k)/F j+IR(k) (k<j) .  We have 
Lemma 2.2. The exponent of  En, e/FnR(k) divides IIj:k+l aj,](. [] 
The characterization of dimension subgroup of free groups gives an,. = 1. We 
shall prove 
Lemma 2.3. an.n_1= 1. 
Thus the first inclusion in (2.2) is actually an equality. 
For fixed n, the behaviour of  (2.2) also improves as k increases, since F/F,,R(k) 
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comes closer to a free group. This will be exploited in the main step in the proof 
of Sjogren's Theorem, which is 
Lemma 2.4. Let F be freely generated by {xi" i ~ I} and R be the normal closure in 
F of {rt" l e L}. Suppose that each r t is a product of non-negative powers of the xi. 
I f  k<n and x~En, kNFn_l, then there exists reR(k)  such that xb*reEn, k+l . 
This lemma is actually true without the assumption on the form of the relators 
rt. However, this assumption makes the proof considerably simpler, as it avoids 
the Law of Chen, Fox and Lyndon, which plays a central role in Sjogren's original 
paper. Since this version of the lemma is all we need for Sjogren's Theorem, we con- 
fine ourselves to it here. For a proof of the general case, see [9,21]. That in [7] is 
incorrect. 
Continuing with the proof of Sjogren's Theorem, we note that every group has 
a presentation i  which each relator is a product of non-negative powers of the 
generators. Such a presentation can be obtained from an arbitrary presentation by 
simply adjoining extra generators corresponding to the inverses of the original ones. 
We now assume that our presentation satisfies this condition. 
Let y=xb*r, where x is as in Lemma 2.4. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we have 
ySeFnR(k+l)<_FnR(k), where s=I-l~=k+3 aj, k+l (empty products, as usual, are 
interpreted as 1). Hence x b*s ~ FnR(k). Thus, 
n 
i f  k<_n-2, then an, k divides bx l-I aj, k+l. (2.3) 
j=k+3 
From this, we can bound an, k by induction on n -  k. Evidently it divides a num- 
ber of the form ,-2 l-Ii=k b~ '(n'k), where 
ak(n,k)=l  i fn>_k+2,  
n 
ak(n,l)= ~ Otk(j,l+l), l<k<_n-2, (2.4) 
j=/+3 
=ak(n- l , l )+ak(n, l+l ) ,  l<k<_n-3. 
From these equations we see by induction that 
ctk(n,l) = ( : -  l -~)  l < l<k<n-2 .  
From Lemma 2.2, the exponent of Dn(F/FnR)=En, I/F,R divides 1]~=2 aj, i. This 
n divides a product in which bk occurs with exponent ~i=3 t~k(j, 1) (note a2, l = 1), 
which we see, by putting l= 0 in (2.4), is equal to 
Thus, the exponent of D,,(F/F.R) divides .-2 b~"~2), 1-Ik = 1 giving Sjogren's Theorem. 
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The proof  of Lemma 2.3 is quite straightforward and we give it immediately. 
Lemma 2.4 requires some Lie-theoretic machinery and we deal with it later. 
P roof  of Lemma 2.3. We have an element xeFn_  1 (') (1 + J(n - 1) + f~) and we have 
to prove that x~FnR(n-1) .  Let {xi: i e I}  be a set of free generators of F. Then, 
modulo f~, every element of ZF  can be uniquely represented as a Z-linear combina- 
tion of monomials of degree ___ n - 1 in the elements -~i = xi - 1, treated as non-com- 
muting variables. We have the map 
~ :y--*Y =y- l ,  
of  F into ZF, and if 
0~([y~, . . . ,  
yeF  
Yl, -.-,  Yt ~ F, then  
Yt]) -= (Yl,-.-, Y~) mod ft+1 (2.5) 
where (u, o)= uo-  ou and the commutators are left-normed. Thus, since x e Fn_ 1, 
is a Lie element of  fn-1/fn, that is, an element of the Lie subring of ZF/ f  n gener- 
ated by the .~/. 
Let V= (~)i~1 Zxi and W= ( f2+rZF) f3  V. Then, modulo f", every element of  
J (n - 1) is congruent o a linear combination of monomials of  degree n - 1 in which 
n - 2 factors have the form £i and the other comes from W, and this is true in par- 
ticular for x -  1. We can choose a finite subset J of I such that all the £i and ele- 
ments of W appearing, and also the ~?i appearing in an expression for ~ as a Lie 
element of fn-l/f , , ,  lie in T= (~)j~j Kgj. We can then choose a basis Yl, .-.,Yt of  T 
such that WN T has basis zl =nlY l ,  . . . ,zs=nsYs, where s<_t and n I, . . . ,n  s are non- 
zero integers satisfying nl [ n2 ] ... In s. Now we construct a sequence of basic com- 
mutators in Yl, . . - ,  Yt. Then, modulo fn, x -1  is congruent o a Z-linear combina- 
tion of basic commutators  of weight n -  1 in Yl,.--, Yt, and we can write uniquely 
x -  1 - -  ~1 +""  + ~t-1 mod fn, (2.6) 
where ~j is a linear combination of  basic commutators of weight n - 1 involving yj 
but not involving Yl , . . . ,  Yj- 1. 
On the other hand, x -1  is congruent, modulo fn, to a linear combination of  
associative monomials of degree n - 1 in the Yi and zi, each involving exactly one 
Zi, and so 
x -  1 - r h +-. -  + r/s mod fn (2.7) 
where r b is a linear combination of monomials involving yj or zj, exactly one zi, 
but no Yk or zk for which k<j .  Replacing each zj by njyj and using the divisibility 
properties of the n t, we see that r/j = n jr  i j ,  where r/j is a linear combination of  
monomials in the Yt involving yy but not Yl, . . . ,Y y-l-  Compar ing (2.6) and (2.7) 
shows that ~j = nj r/j (1 <_j<_s) and ~s+l  . . . .  = ~t-1 = O. Since the basic commutators 
of  weight n -1  form part of  a Z-basis o f  f,,-l/fn, it follows that ~j = nj~j, where 
( j  is a linear combinat ion of  basic commutators in the Yt involving yj but not 
Yl , . . . , )9-1.  Thus, ~j is a linear Combination of Lie products of  weight n -  1 in zj, 
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Yj+ ~,-.-, Yt, each involving exactly one zj. There exist elements Ul,... , u t E F and 
ol, . . . ,oseR such that yj=-t~j and zj--=6j modf 2. Then any Lie product of weight 
n - 1 in the yj and zj is unchanged, modulo fn, by replacing yj and zj by ~j and 6j 
respectively. Thus x -  1 is congruent modulo fn to a linear combination of Lie pro- 
ducts of weight n -  1 in the tJj and 6j, each involving exactly one 6 2. By (2.5), 
x -  1 --- w-  1 mod fn, where w~R(n-  1). Hence xw -I eF,,, by the characterization 
of dimension subgroups of free groups, and xeF, ,R(n-1) .  [] 
3. The Sjogren maps ¥ and 
Certain maps introduced by Sjogren play a crucial role in the proof of Lemma 
2.4. 
Let A be the free associative algebra over © generated freely by a countable num- 
ber of elements Yl, Y2, . . . .  For v > 1 and t> 1, we obtain an element 0.v, t(Yl, .--, Yt) 
A by taking from the element 
((- l) v+ l /v)((y I + 1).-. (Yt + 1) - 1) v (3.1) 
of A, all the monomials that involve all of y~, ..., Yt, together with their coeffi- 
cients. We put av,0=0. Thus, for example, 
0"2, 2(Yl, Y2) = --½(Yl Y2 + y21Y2 + YEYl + Y2Yl  Y2 
+ Yl Y2 Yl + Yl Y22 + Yl Y2 Yl YE)- 
The expression (3.1) is of course taken from the formal expansion 
Oo 
l og ( (y l+ l ) . . . (y t+ l ) )= ~ ( ( -1)v+l /v ) ( (y l+ l ) . . . (y t+l ) - l )V .  (3.2) 
v=l  
We also define 
dv.t (Y l ,  " " ,  Yt) 
to be the element obtained by taking the terms of degree exactly t from 
0"v,t(Xl, ...,Xt). Thus 
d2,2(Yl, Y2) "- - -½(Y lY2+Y2Y l )  • (3.3) 
Now given an arbitrary free associative algebra B over © (or any field of charac- 
teristic zero), together with a set of free generators xl, x2,.., and an integer l >_ 1, we 
define Q-linear maps ¢%, ~v (v_> 1), ¢/and ~ from B to B by specifying their effect 
on monomials as follows: 
~l/v(Xit "" Xit ) -~- av, t(Xi, , . . . ,Xit) ,  t_>0; (3.4) 
~v(Xi, " .  Xi, ) ~-- ~v,t(Xi,, . . . ,Xi , ) ,  t>--0; (3.5) 
I 
g/= q/(O~ ~ 9/v; 
v=l 
(3.6) 
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Clearly 
1 
~= ~tt)= ~ ~v- (3.7) 
v=l  
~(xi, ""xi,)= (/(xi~ ""xi,) + terms of degree _ t+ l .  (3.8) 
Also, recalling that bt is the least common multiple of {1, 2,..., l}, we have 
bt ~' and bt ( /map Z [xl, x2,... ] into itself. (3.9) 
We can think of ~ for example as being obtained by substituting xi,, . . . ,x  i, for 
Y~, ..., Yt in (3.2) and then taking from the vth term the monomials that 'formally' 
involve all of xi,, ...,xi,. We note that ~(y ly2)=y ly2 ,  so from (3.3), 
~(2)(yl Y2) = ½(Yl Y2 - -Y2Y l )  = ½(Yl, Y2). (3.10) 
A fundamental property of the maps ~ is the following. If (i1,i2, ...,is) is a 
finite sequence of integers, it will be convenient to write 
x~ =xi, xi:"'xis. 
Lemma 3.1. Let B be a free associative algebra over Q freely generated by Xl,X 2, ..., 
let (Jl, J2, ..-, Jr) be a f inite subsequence of  (1, 2, 3,... ) (r> 0) and let J : B -,  B be the 
©-algebra homomorphism given by J(xi)=xi ( i¢ j ) ,  J(xj) =(xj, + 1) .-- (Xjr+ 1)-- 1, 
where j >_ 1 is a f ixed integer. Let ~ be any monomial in the x i "s which involves xj 
exactly once. Then 
~v(~)  = ~,v~(~). (3.11) 
Remark. This is a special case of a more general result, but since the above is all 
we need for Sjogren's Theorem, and since our aim is to give as simple a proof of 
that theorem as possible, we confine ourselves to it. It is, for example, not necessary 
to assume that ~ involves xj exactly once. The element J(xj) above should be 
viewed as the Magnus expansion of a product of positive powers of the generators 
of a free group, up to terms of degree r. The corresponding result for words in- 
volving negative xponents i also true, and was essentially observed by Sjogren. A 
statement and proof of the more general result can be found in [9], but for a much 
more illuminating account in a more general context, see [21]. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let 
~ = Xi "" XilXjXil+, "" Xim, (3.12) 
where l ,m>0 and j¢~ {il, . . . , in}. Let Bl be the free associative Q-algebra freely 
generated by Yl, . . . ,  Ym, Zl, . . . ,  Zr and s, and let J' be the Q-algebra homomorphism 
from B~ to itself which fixes all the generators except s and sends the latter to 
(zl +1)-.-(Zr+ 1)-1. Then with ~ as in (3.12), (3.11) follows from 
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~v~d'(yl "" Yl sYt+ l "" Ym) = 3"q/v (Yl "'" Yt sYt+ 1"'" Ym)" (3.13) 
To see this, consider the ©-algebra homomorphism (or 'specialization') e:B i - - 'B  
given by e(yt)=xi,  ( l _ t _m) ,  e(zt)=xj, ( l_ t_<r)  and e(s)=xj .  We clearly have 
~ve =e~Vv, where the two versions of qG, on B and B~ respectively, are calculated 
with respect o the given systems of generators, and de = e0' on the subalgebra of 
B 1 generated by Yl, "",Ym and s. Writing r /=y 1 ""ylsyt+l ""Ym, we have 
~,vd( ( )  = ~,vde(n)  = ~Vve,~'(n) = e~, ,d ' (n )  
= ed'q/v(r l )  (from (3.13) = d~e(r / )= d~(~).  
Let Ov = (--1)v+lvlltv . Evidently, in proving (3.13), we may replace ~'v by 
0v- For brevity, write I=  (1,2, . . . , l )  and I '=  ( l+ 1, . . . ,m). Then Ovd' (ytsyr )= 
q~v(Yz((zl +1) -.. (Zr+ 1) - 1)yr), and since ¢~v is linear, we have 
Ovd'(yzsyr)= S, C/,v(yzzKyz,), 
K 
(3.14) 
where the sum is over all non-empty subsequences K of (1, 2, ..., r). 
On the other hand, to form d'Ov(yisyi,), we first write down 
((y~ + 1)"'" (Yt+ l)(s + l)(yl+l + l) ... (Ym + l ) -  l) v 
and take the terms that involve all the generators. We then substitute (zi ÷ 1)..- 
(Zr+ l ) -  1 for s. This amounts to taking all the terms from 
((Yl + 1)--- (y! + 1)(Zl + 1) -.. (Zr+ 1)(Y/+l + 1)--- (Ym + 1) - 1) v 
that involve all the y's and at least one z. For each non-empty subsequence K of 
(1, 2, ..., r), let rlK denote the sum of the terms so obtained that involve exactly 
those Zk for which k ~ K. Then 
and so 
UK = ¢ (yzzxyz,) 
d'~v(YISYI') = ~. tlK-- ~ $v(YlZKYI'),  
K K 
where the sum is over all non-empty subsequences K of (1,2,.. . ,r).  Now (3.13) 
follows from this and (3.14). [] 
Remark. The maps ~v do not possess the property (3.11). For example, taking 
6(s) = (x+ 1)(y+ 1) -  1, we have, using (3.10), that ~2d(s) = ~tE(x+y+xy)  =
-½(xy+yx)  while d~E(S)=0. In this connection, however, see [21]. 
The second fundamental property of q7 concerns its behaviour with respect o Lie 
elements. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let A be the free associative ©-algebra freely generated by Yl, Y2, . . . .  
(i) I f  a is a homogeneous element o f  degree t<_ 1 in A, then (/(a) is a Lie element 
of  A. 
(ii) I f  a is any Lie element o f  A, then ~(a)= a. 
Proof. (i) It suffices to assume that a=yly  2...yt, since the result for a general 
monomial follows by specialization, and that for a general element by linearity. In 
that case, ~(a) is equal to that part of the expansion of ~, = log(e y'-.. e y') which is 
a linear combination of monomials of degree t, each involving each Yi exactly once. 
By the Baker-Campbel l -Hausdorff  formula [10], ~, is a Lie element, and hence so 
is 
(ii) Using a specialization argument again, we may assume that a= (al, a2, ..., 
at) , where t_>2, the elements al, a2, . . . ,a t are distinct free generators of a free 
associative Q-algebra and the commutator is left-normed. When t= 2, we have 
(Jl(a)=a since ¢91 is the identity map. From (3.3), ~/2(a la2-a2a l )=O,  and ~3(a)= 
• -. = ~/ (a)=0 since a has degree 2. Now let t>2 and use induction on t. Take an 
additional free generator b, and let d~=~1-~2, where ~1,J2 are the ©-algebra 
homomorphisms of ©[b, al, a2, ... ] into itself that fix the a i and send b respectively 
tO (a 1 + 1)(a 2 + 1) and (a 2 + 1)(al + 1). Then ~(b) = (al, a2), and the effect of ~ on an 
associative monomial involving exactly one b is to replace that b by (al, a2). Thus 
~((b, a3, ..., at)) = a. By Lemma 3.1, 
~( (b ,  a3,  . . . ,  at) ) = ~((b ,  a3,  . . . ,  at)). (3 .15)  
Now ~( (b ,  a3,...,at)) is obtained by taking terms of degree t from the left-hand 
side of this. Since any monomial that contains b exactly once has its degree raised 
by exactly one on applying ~, this corresponds to taking the terms of degree t -1  
from ~u((b, a3, ..., at)), that is, replacing ~, by ¢) on the right-hand side of (3.15). 
Thus 
~(a) = ~t~((b, a3, . . . ,  at) ) = ~((b ,  a3,..., at)) 
= t~((b, a3 , . . . ,a t )  ) (using induction) = a. [] 
Remark. Sjogren's original proof of Lemma 3.2(ii) used a characterization f Lie 
elements due to Ree [16]. The above argument uses an idea due to Gupta [4], and 
we are grateful for his permission to use it. 
Proof  of Lemma 2.4. We have G=F/R ,  where F is freely generated by {xi: i~ I}  
and R is the normal closure of {rt: l eL} .  Each r t is the product of non-negative 
powers of the xi. We also have an element x e En, k tq Fn_ 1, where k < n, and have 
to show that there exists reR(k )  such that xb*reEn, k+l. 
Now 7/F/f n can be viewed as the free associative ring generated by the elements 
-fi = (x i -1 )+ fn ( ie I ) ,  in which monomials of degree >n are equated to zero. 
Writing ft for the coset of r t -  1 ( IeL) ,  we have that the monomials of degree at 
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least k in the 2i and ?t, involving exactly one 7/, additively span a two-sided ideal 
of EF/ f  n. This ideal is J (k)+ fn/fn. 
If rl =29, ... xj~, then we have 
?! -- (£ j+ 1)--.()?jr + 1)-  1. (3.16) 
Now let S be a free group freely generated by elements t ( leL ) ,  and let F* -  
F .S .  We think of EF*/f  *~ as the free associative ring generated by elements 
2i =x i -  1 + f*" and gt = (st -  1)+ f.n, with monomials of degree > n equated to zero. 
Let fl : F* ~ F be the homomorphism given by fl(xi) = xi (i e I )  and fl(st) = rl (l e L). 
This induces the following commutative square, 
F* ~ F 
1 
ZF*/ f  *n ,~ ' ZF/ f  n 
in which the vertical maps are the natural homomorphisms, ~(2~i)=27 i ( i t  I), and 
from (3.16), ~(gt) has the form 
,5(gt)=(2j ,+l) . . . (2 j  + l ) - l ,  l eL .  (3.17) 
Here the values of r and J1, "-, Jr will of course depend on l. 
Let B*= (EF*/f  *n) @z © and B = (EF/f  ~) @z ©- The map ~ extends to a homo- 
k morphism from B* to B. On B* and B we have the maps ~,= ~v=l ~/V and 0= 
k ~w, g~v, defined with respect o the given sets of generators. Let W be the ©-sub- 
space of B* spanned by the monomials involving exactly one gt. Then it follows 
from Lemma 3.1 that 
qJ~(~) = ~(~)  if ~ ~ I4I. (3.18) 
Now since xeFn_ l ,  we have that (x -1 )+f~ is a Lie element of f~-l/f,,. Also since 
x-  1 ~. J(k) + fn, x -  1 + fn is a E-linear combination of monomials in the xi and ?t, 
of degree at least k, and each involving exactly one F t. Thus, x -  1 + fn = fi(a), where 
a is simply obtained by replacing each ?t with gt. From (3.9), ~(bka)e  ZF/f",  and 
from (3.8), 
v/(bka ) = ~(bka) k+ w, (3.19) 
where w is a E-linear combination of monomials in the 2i and st, of degree at least 
k + 1, each involving at least one gt, and ~(bka)k is the homogeneous component of 
degree k of ~(bka). By Lemma 3.2, ~(bka)k is a Lie element of ZF*/f *n, and so 
by (2.5) we have 
~(bka)k = (Z-- 1) + u, (3.20) 
where z is the coset of a product of group commutators of weight k in the xi and 
fl 
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sl, each involving exactly one st, and u is a E-linear combination of monomials of 
degree at least k+l ,  each involving some gl. Thus, from (3.19) and (3.20), 
~(bka) = (z -  1) + o (3.21) 
where o ~ W and ~(o) e J(k + 1) + ~n/[n. We apply the map ~ to (3.21). Since bka e W, 
(3.18) shows that the left-hand side becomes 
~(bka)  = ~&(bka) = ~u(bk(x-- 1) + fn). 
Now ~ and ~ agree on fn-l/f~ and ~(bk(x -  l) + fn) = bk(x-  1) + fn, by Lemma 
3.2(ii). Thus, applying & to (3.21) gives 
bx(x-  1) + fn = ( r* -  1) + O(o), 
where r* is obtained by replacing each st by rt in z, and so belongs to R(k), and 
~(u) ~ J(k + 1) + fn/[n. This gives xbkr-- 1 ~ J(k + 1) + in, completing the proof of 
Lemma 3.1 and Sjogren's Theorem. [] 
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